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Flash!
Next Meeting:
Camarillo Senior Center
Wed, 10/1/2014 7:00 PM
..Speaker, TBD
..Show and Tell
Future Events:
October 18 (revised date),
..Day of the Drone
..at Condor field

It was proposed that we have a “Day of the Drones” on
September 27th. Drones and quadcopters would fly. We
would have a club member outline the requirements for
safety, legal requirements and AMA membership to
people new to r/c flying. All participants would be
required to have AMA membership, and we could sign
them up at the field if necessary. We have quite a few
flight boxes that could be given to younger fliers.
Included will be a static display of r/c planes, and a swap
meet. The University approved and will charge us
$250. Each flier would pay $10. Pizza would be
provided for lunch. If the university determines that this
is an “event” rather than a “fun fly” the paperwork
required would take 6wks to complete, the fee would be
$450, and would push the event date into October.

Introduction:
Welcome to the second General Meeting Minutes/
Show and Tell. This publication is a sort of mininewsletter specifically for reporting on the most
recent meeting. It will include the Meeting Minutes
of the general meeting and a section with pictures,
highlighting guest speakers as well as show and tell
pictures and brief commentary.
Meeting Minutes, 9/3/2014:
The meeting was called to order at 7pm with 20
members present. Darryl Bergstrom led us in the
Pledge of Allegiance.
The minutes of the August meeting were approved.

Chris Spangenberg outlined our problems with having
flying time at the field and the attitude taken by CSUCI.
Initially it was our understanding that if we had no
problems during the “probationary” time, we would have
full access. The best we have to date is a 3 month
schedule with the alternating flying days, not nearly the
full access promised. Chris Spangenberg and Chris
Brashears have scheduled a meeting at the university on
Tuesday September 9th. Chris Spangenberg visited Jeff
Gorell, our local state representative's office. He spoke
with one of his office assistants and she was familiar
with both the Channel Islands Condors, and our
problems with the University. She offered to go to
meetings and support us in person. He also contacted
Isabella Trinidad, a university Vice President, and she
will also attend the meeting. We will ask for full use of
the field and if it is denied, what can we do to achieve
that goal.

There was discussion about the spotter rule. The
board suggested that the wording on the CIC Flying
site Operational Rules be changed from “The
spotter shall remain with the pilot for the entire
flight” to
“Act as a spotter to assist the pilot with
communications, the flight ,sharing the space with
other r/c craft and notification of full scale craft in
our airspace.” The understanding was that the
spotter didn't need to be at the pilot's side, rather
could be in the pits as long as they watched the sky.
If we have an event, a spotter shall remain with the
pilot per the previous rule. A vote was held and 18
approved, 1 dissented, and 1 abstained. The new
rule will become effective on the next flying day.
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John Brant, our Treasurer, reported that we received
a refund of a deposit from Camarosa Water District.
Our field rental is current.
Members were encouraged to express their opinions
on the proposed FAA rules. The rules appear to be
excessively restrictive to our sport.
Show and Tell:
Randy is building a 1:6 scale Beechcraft Starship.
Beechcraft produced the plane from 1985-1989.
Currently there are 10 in museums and 14 in
service. FAA requirements pushed the retail cost of
the Starship to the equivalent of a Learjet making it
unattractive to potential buyers. Randy started from
original documents and had to draw his own
blueprints. There were some errors in the
documentation and he corrected them. He brought
the top and bottom of the main body as well as the
middle part of a three part wing. He chose to build
it in fiberglass which meant that a foam “plug” had
to be constructed, then the fiberglass was finished
on the plug. He promised to bring it back when he
has made more progress.

Randy Bronson, the evening featured
speaker describes his Beechcraft Starship
project

Darryl Bergstrom showed his completed Sopwith
Pup. It took about 9 months to build and he plans to
take it to the Orange County club's celebration of
the start of WW1 in October.
Robert Vizzo showed his new helicopter. It is a
competition series with many options not available
on most r/c helicopters. He is sponsored by BK
servos and used those as they offer superior
performance and allow faster response than others
on the market. This is a limited edition helicopter,
hence the approximately $2,700 cost. Additional
items required to make it ready to fly will cost
approximately $1,500. We are looking forward to
seeing it fly.

Beechcraft Starship project. Fuselage and
molds

Tony is building a quadcopter. The one he chose is
fully modular which gives him design options. He
will be bringing it to meetings as construction
moves along.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:30pm.

Holding up the center wing section
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Robert Vizzo explains his new Goblin 700
Derryl Bergstrom with his Sopwith Pup

Tony Martino explains the modularity and
versatility of his Sky-Hero Quadcopter Kit

Fine detail on the Sopwith Pup

Derryl Bergstrom
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